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Abstract
The phenomenon of “wireless newspapers” at the beginning of the twentieth century
combined journalism and airwave transmissions. Years before radio became a
mainstream medium, newspapers used and promoted wireless telegraphy to send
stories for publication on sea-going vessels and on two islands off the coast of the
United States. Drawing on archival research, this historical study uses the concept of
media ecology to analyze the factors involved in the introduction and fate of a new
technology designed to meet the demand for the latest information.
Keywords
new media, wireless telegraphy, journalism history, electronic publishing

The growth of electronic publishing has upset long-standing economic and editorial
routines of the newspaper industry. As publishers seek viable revenue streams from
producing online content, consumers use an array of personal electronic devices to
access information wherever they go. Transitions in the media industries, however, do
not occur simply because new technologies are available. Many factors contribute to
the success or failure of marriages of journalism and technologies of distribution.
Efforts to establish the first “wireless newspapers” demonstrate the dynamics involved
in using innovative technologies to reach readers.
Publishers experimented with ways to deliver content over the airwaves a generation before the advent of regular radio news broadcasting. In 1903, the Los Angeles
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Times and the Providence Daily Journal transmitted news via wireless telegraphy to
islands where it was printed and distributed as a morning newspaper. Both publications used “wireless” in their titles to emphasize adoption of the latest media technology. After the debut of its Wireless on California’s Catalina Island, the Los Angeles
Times wrote “the event is a unique one in the history of journalism and marks the
beginning of an epoch in the dissemination of news to isolated places.”1
Guiglielmo Marconi also recognized that wireless telegraphy could deliver news to
readers in previously inaccessible locations. In 1903, his company started publishing
small-format newspapers on vessels of the Cunard Line. Powerful transmitters in
England and the United States broadcast news on a regular schedule so that passengers, even in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, could keep up with the latest happenings in politics, sports, and the stock market. At the dawn of the twentieth century,
wireless telegraphy was an impressive technology that promised to greatly expand the
reach of the press. The wireless newspapers on islands and ships represented one of the
first ways in which journalists adopted the new technology of communication.
This study relies on the related intellectual traditions of media ecology and medium
theory. The ecological approach to media studies draws from the works of Innis,
McLuhan, and Postman and focuses attention on the entire context in which technologies develop and exist, rather than trying to identify discrete effects of specific technologies. In an analysis of the intersection of culture and communications, Susman
similarly advocates an ecological perspective and argues that scholars should avoid
“rigid and awkward causal terms” and focus instead on “the crucial issue of relationships.”2 According to Susman, a framework that is cognizant of the context in which
media technologies develop, as well as their form and content, reveals “that the most
radical change in form may still retain the most traditional content.”3
Moran applies a media ecology perspective to the history of human communications and identifies a series of paradigm shifts, such as the move from oral communication to writing, then to printing. Echoing Susman’s observation about the persistence
of content despite ostensibly grand change, Moran focuses on the amorphous boundary that distinguishes innovation from incremental change.4 With this concept at the
fore, Moran characterizes each paradigm shift as an “evolution-revolution,” emphasizing that every innovation is based on past practice. To better understand these paradigm shifts, consideration must be given to the context, people, messages, media,
impacts, and limitations of each. Given the incomplete nature of the historical record
for wireless telegraphy in the early twentieth century, a full account of all of factors is
not possible, but a holistic approach can be taken.
Meyrowitz, a scholar influenced by the perspective of media ecology, coined the
term “medium theory.” His emphasis, though, is on the specific affordances and characteristics of each medium. As an example, Meyrowitz contrasts printed and handwritten manuscripts.5 Although both are a means of preserving and distributing text, the
technology of printing makes broad dissemination of information much easier. The
same information could be circulated in a society, but the effects may be different if it
is disseminated via print instead of handwritten manuscripts, or by extension, by radio
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broadcasts. With this insight in mind, this study looks at “wireless newspapers” as a
new kind of publication, one that owed something to the printed papers of the day but
that also foreshadowed the purely electronic newspapers that were yet to come.

Literature Review
The history of journalism shows information delivery systems becoming more developed, more interconnected, faster, and more ubiquitous.6 Conventional wisdom often
fixates on certain technologies, characterizing them as great leaps forward in speed,
though a more critical assessment sees change occurring at an incremental rate. After
the telegraph became entrenched in American society, critics spoke of the “annihilation of time and space,” though Blondheim observes that the same process could be
linked to the revolution in transportation technologies that occurred in the preceding
decades.7
The development of America’s information infrastructure must then be seen in relation to developments in transportation technology. In a retelling of nineteenth-century
history, John devotes special attention to the role of railroads and the telegraph in laying the foundation for the modern information age.8 Sterne also writes of the continuing links between communication and transportation systems, in pointed contrast to
Carey’s claim that telegraphy tore the two concepts asunder.9
Scholars who have done research on the relationship between journalism and
wired telegraphy have documented that newspapers were among the earliest proponents of the technology.10 The ability of newspapers to distribute updates and bulletins far and wide encouraged a standardization of writing styles with an emphasis on
condensed, abbreviated information.11 In addition, the telegraph encouraged a change
in the nature of news consumption with readers accustomed to, and indeed expecting,
the incessant stream of timely updates.12 James Gordon Bennett, publisher of the New
York Herald, was an avid telegraphy supporter who had an inaccurate prognosis for
its impact. “The telegraph may not affect magazine literature,” he wrote, “but the
mere newspapers—the circulators of intelligence merely—must submit to destiny,
and go out of existence.”13
Marvin’s influential media history, When Old Technologies Were New, discusses
the telegraph, along with other electric technologies, such as the telephone and electric light. Using a critical approach that owes something to the framework of media
ecology, Marvin explores the public response to electric technologies of the nineteenth century.14 For Marvin, new forms of media disrupt our established notions of
time, space, and social interaction, and as a result, our beliefs are “reexamined, challenged, and defended.”15 The responses to the wireless newspapers demonstrate a
similar dynamic, and can shed light on the contemporary response to the latest methods of information delivery. According to Susman, critical responses to new media
technologies are particularly insightful, as they reveal that audiences are not so “easily manipulated by powerful media,” and do not unquestionably accept each latest
innovation.16
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Research Questions and Method
Aside from fleeting references in prior scholarship, the phenomenon of wireless newspapers has never been studied.17 This research analyzes the various technical, economic, and social factors that influenced the development of wireless newspapers.
Drawing from Moran’s characterization of media history as a series of evolution-revolutions, the present study seeks to identify the ways in which wireless newspapers represented innovative practice, along with their connection to existing news routines.
Were these publications something truly new, or rather slight modifications of something well established? In addition, the study highlights the public reaction to the transmission of news via wireless telegraphy at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The George C. Clark Collection of Radioana at the Smithsonian Museum of
American History and the Marconi Archives at the University of Oxford have original
copies of one of the island-newspapers, and numerous issues and reproductions of
ship-newspapers. Additional sources include the Lee de Forest Papers in the Perham
Collection at History San Jose, along with trade journals and newspapers.

Publishing on Ships
The first documented wireless ship-newspaper was the Transatlantic Times published
on November 15, 1899, aboard the St. Paul, which was ferrying Marconi from the
United States to England.18 The ship did not receive messages until it was sixty-six
miles from the Marconi station on the Isle of Wight because the distance of wireless
transmission was quite limited at the time. News bulletins were printed on one side of
the single page of the Transatlantic Times, Vol. 1, No. 1. The first story was simply an
acknowledgment that wireless messages had been received, while other bulletins provided sparse updates about the Boer War that had begun a month earlier. Additional
items, which were not received by the wireless equipment and could have been typeset
earlier, were a short masthead listing the multiple editors and a lengthy paragraph
praising Marconi.19
Despite the numbering of the Transatlantic Times (which suggested that subsequent
issues would soon follow), regular publication of ship-newspapers was delayed until
the Marconi Company established high-power transmitting stations in Poldhu in
Cornwall, England, and in Cape Cod, Massachusetts.20 Ships could then conceivably
remain in contact with land-based wireless stations throughout the Atlantic crossing.
In January 1903, Editor and Publisher announced that the Marconi Company was
about to begin transmitting news to transatlantic ships for the publication of newspapers. A representative for the Cunard Line denied any knowledge of the venture.
Cunard was the logical home of the promised ship-newspapers because it was the only
company that had equipped all of its vessels with Marconi equipment. Seven thousand
applications had been received for the editorial staff of the ocean papers.21
The first Cunard newspaper appeared in February 1903 aboard the Etruria as it
sailed to the United States with Marconi aboard. The New York Times and Editor
and Publisher both claimed the event was a “first” despite the publication of the
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Transatlantic Times in 1899.22 Only 120 words of news, supplied by Reuters, were
transmitted to the ship. The New York Times reported that passengers were nonetheless
impressed, and “things which had been the subject of conversation of the voyage up to
that point were forgotten and all discussed the news.”23
Later in 1903, the Marconi Company began regular publication of a ship-newspaper known as the Cunard Bulletin. The issue of October 3, 1903, published aboard the
Lucania was a single page with “Marconigrams,” as the wireless messages were
known, printed on the front and back. Passengers learned that wireless communication
had been established with several other vessels, along with a handful of news updates
about international politics and sports.24 By May 7, 1904, the format had increased to
four pages, though not all of the content was received via wireless telegraphy. In this
expanded format, the second page was a column about the progress of wireless telegraphy, and the back page was a timetable for future voyages. In the Cunard Bulletin of
May 21, 1904, the same items of content appeared again, in the same locations, interspersed with the “Marconigrams” that supplied fresh news.25
On June 6, 1904, the publication changed its name to the Cunard Daily Bulletin,
signifying the increase in frequency. The first issue was published aboard the Campania
as it sailed from Liverpool to New York. Almost eight hundred copies of the debut
issue sold for five cents each.26 The format had been expanded to eight pages by this
point and was expanded even further to sixteen pages in that same year.27 The publication was available on many vessels of the Cunard Line, and the Marconi Company
worked with other shipping companies as well. Other ship-newspapers include the
following titles: Atlantic Daily News, Das Atlantische Tageblatt, Journal de
L’Atlantique, Diaro del Atlantico, South Atlantic Gazette, The Wireless Mail, Compania
Trasatlantica, Giornale Dell Atlantico, Ocean Gazette, Royal Line Mail, and Allan
Line Daily News.28
As the format grew, the wireless news retained its spot in the interior pages. With
this arrangement, the cover page and feature stories could be printed in advance with
the timely wireless news inserted prior to distribution. Content was frequently re-used.
Feature stories had information about Cunard vessels, wireless telegraphy, and foreign
countries. Another common item was a list of all the first-class passengers who were
aboard. The wireless ship-papers also featured many advertisements, including ones
for port hotels and luxury products. By 1908, the standard arrangement was to frame
the interior pages with pre-printed advertisements, leaving a blank space for the wireless news that was to come later.29
The Marconigraph, the house journal of the British Marconi Company, provided
detailed information regarding the early ship-papers. A June 1911 article uses a typically laudatory tone to praise the Atlantic Daily News for providing conversation fodder for the passengers and for preventing the embarrassment of being ignorant of
current events on arrival.30 An article from September 1911 expanded on the theme of
information access: “Nowadays . . . there is no such thing as freedom from business
for the man of affairs.” This account emphasized that whereas an ocean voyage had
once been an opportunity to escape from the worries of the everyday world, wireless
telegraphy annihilated this atmosphere of refuge.31
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The same article included a detailed account of the production process for shippapers, along with a description of the Marconi transmitting station at Cape Cod.
Because each news transmission had to be repeated to ensure that every recipient got
the message, the Morse-coded messages were punched into long strips that were fed
into an automated transmitter. Every evening at 10 p.m., the immense electrical generators were turned on and the broadcasts began. The first generation of wireless transmitters needed a massive electrical spark to send out the long-distance messages. The
violent pyrotechnic displays could be seen fifteen miles away, and the power plant was
dubbed “Marconi’s thunder factory.”32
Other entrepreneurs copied the idea of supplying news to ocean vessels. Lee de
Forest, an inventor who saw himself in a continual race against Marconi for fame, had
his own version. As early as 1902, he equipped several fishing ships in the New York
area with wireless receivers to provide stock market updates to businessmen who went
out for the day.33 In December 1905, the American De Forest Wireless Company
announced the creation of the Aerogram, a ship-newspaper for vessels that used its
system of wireless.34 By 1906, some ships had, in fact, adopted de Forest’s version of
a ship-paper.35
On the other side of the continent, the Wireless was reportedly the first ship-paper
to appear in the Pacific Ocean. The publication appeared in June 1907 on a vessel sailing from Seattle to the Bering Sea.36 Evidence suggests that the paper was a joint
operation between the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and the Massie Wireless Telegraphy
Company. A 1913 summary of ocean journalism mentions a “noteworthy” publication
called the Wireless Herald that was published on an Alaskan steamship; this may be a
reference to the aforementioned publication, or another similarly titled one.37 The
word “wireless” had a great aura of mystery at the time and was used more than once
as the title for a publication. A ship-paper that appeared on the Great Lakes bore the
apparently inappropriate title of the Ocean Wireless News.38 Eventually ship-papers
became less of a novelty and were able to fulfill, to some degree, the promise of keeping people informed while they were at sea.

Catalina Island
Residents of Catalina Island, located twenty-two miles off the coast of Southern
California, found regular communication with the mainland difficult before the development of wireless technology. In one attempt to solve the problem, the owners of the
island trained pigeons to carry messages to and from Los Angeles. According to
Scientific American, “the pigeon houses were so arranged that when a bird arrived
with a message it rang an electric alarm in the receiver’s home or office, thus calling
him up.”39 One of the problems with the system was that hunters were known to shoot
the birds. Ships arrived on the island two or three times a day during the summer vacation season but did not sail during times of inclement weather. Undersea telegraph
cables, which were used elsewhere at the time, were considered not feasible because
of the depth of the ocean in the area.40 The emerging wireless technology appeared to
be a solution for providing news promptly.
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In May 1902, the Pacific Wireless Telegraph Company began work on two wireless
stations, one on the mainland at San Pedro and one in the island’s resort town of
Avalon. The original plan was to use the technology of the Marconi Company, but the
equipment did not function particularly well, and a new system was devised.41 C. E.
Howell, the wireless operator in Avalon, wrote a firsthand account of the operation in
1903 and identified a problem with the “coherer,” a mechanism that detected the wireless signals.42 As a response, an electrician devised a replacement apparatus for the
task. The Los Angeles Times praised the revised system as purely American, a nonetoo-subtle jab at the Italian Marconi.43 The San Pedro and Avalon wireless commenced
regular operation in August 1902.44 One historian believes that they were the first
stations in the United States to accept commercial wireless traffic.45
The editor of the Los Angeles Times, H. G. Otis, had the idea for the island-newspaper.46 While some summer resorts received newspaper stories via landline telegraphs, Otis realized that wireless telegraphy could be used for distribution over
water.47 The Times correspondent stationed at Catalina was responsible for gathering
news from the island itself, combining it with the wireless news and producing the
physical newspapers. Other stories were supplied by Times reporters and the Associated
Press. Transmissions to the island, however, had to be delayed until the information
had been published by the Times.48
Stories from the Times were telegraphed to the Western Union office in San Pedro,
approximately twenty-five miles south of Los Angeles. The wireless station of the
Pacific Company at the time, however, was located two miles away, on a spot with a
higher elevation. Howell, the operator of the Avalon station, recalled that the first
day’s transmission began later than anticipated because a messenger had to deliver the
news from the San Pedro Western Union office to the transmitter.49 After the wireless
signals had been received in Avalon, a messenger carried the news to the actual printing plant.50 Many journalists of the day praised the Wireless as an almost otherworldly
achievement, but an expanded view of its operation reveals that a significant amount
of human effort and infrastructure lay behind the project.
The first issue of the Wireless, a four-page, 8-by-11 inch tabloid, was printed on
Catalina on March 25, 1903. The first page was devoted entirely to wireless news.
Three columns of text were arranged under various subject headings, including ones
for Los Angeles, Pacific, General Eastern, and Foreign news. Each section contained
a series of single-sentence updates.51 The format recalled sections for “telegraphic
news” that had been appearing in American newspapers for a few decades.52 The
updates of the Wireless were so abbreviated that one contemporary observer quipped
that they did not constitute “the kernel of the news, but the distilled essence of the
kernel.”53 A small announcement at the bottom of the front page informed readers that
“full details” were available in the Los Angeles Times, which would arrive later in the
day at Avalon via ship. The rest of the four-page publication consisted of news from
the island itself.
That first issue was on the streets of Avalon by 10:30 a.m. The official price was
three cents, though demand for the first issue was so high that some copies reportedly
sold for a dollar.54 Additional copies were printed to meet the demand. One week later,
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the format of the paper was expanded to 10.5 by 14.5 inches, allowing for four columns of text. The printing procedure was streamlined so that the papers were available
by 7:00 a.m.55 Daily publication was maintained for several months. The paper was
particularly valuable on days when storms made it impossible for ships to reach the
island.
The Los Angeles Times publicized its new media spin-off and received positive
reactions from as far away as Germany. A compilation of press clippings was printed
on April 19. Many of the other papers duplicated the Times’ own effusive language.56
Several of the articles, for example, claimed that the Wireless was “the first newspaper
to receive messages via wireless telegraphy.”57 The Philadelphia Record repeated the
Times’ own description of the publication as “the beginning of an epoch in the dissemination of news in isolated places.” A similar collection of enthusiastic press statements
appeared the following month. The Baltimore News exclaimed “there can scarcely be
any miracle of science to astonish us after this fact.”58
Launching its island-newspaper when the name Marconi was synonymous with
“wireless communication,” the Times emphasized that a distinct system of wireless
telegraphy was being used. One article in the paper, for example, made the mocking
observation that while the London Times was in the midst of experimenting with
Marconi’s wireless telegrams, the Wireless was already in full-fledged operation on
Catalina.59 Continuing its self-glorification, the Los Angeles Times criticized the Block
Island Wireless, the island-newspaper started a few months later by the Providence
Daily Journal as an imitation that “lacks the dressy appearance of the Santa Catalina
Wireless, being printed on a cheap quality of newspaper and affecting the style of a
small country daily.”60
C. E. Howell, operator of the Avalon station, also stressed the superiority of the
Pacific Company’s technology in his celebratory account of the operation. He claimed
that a vessel equipped with Marconi equipment sailed near Catalina but was unable to
receive the wireless signals of the newspaper because of an inferior tuning system.61
The earliest wireless transmitters were essentially “untuned” as they broadcast over a
wide swath of the electromagnetic spectrum. Tuning was one of the first major issues
facing the nascent wireless industry before radio signals were restricted to specific
wavelengths. Howell’s article asserted that in the critical development of tuning, the
Pacific Company’s system was superior to that of Marconi.
On October 1, little more than five months after the first issue of the Wireless, the
Times announced that publication was suspended for the winter.62 The management
remained quite enthusiastic and noted that the Boston Globe and other publications
had inquired about duplicating the effort. Even the Providence Daily Journal was said
to be interested because of dissatisfaction with the de Forest wireless system used for
its Block Island newspaper. The Wireless did not resume publication. One factor may
have been that the Pacific Wireless Telegraph Company was acquired in January 1904
by the De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company.63
The Catalina paper did demonstrate the potential of a new method of content distribution. For Howell, wireless telegraphy had proven itself an effective distribution system for news and all that was remained was “extension, amplification, and perfection.”64
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The technology, he believed, could be installed in urban centers for daily transmissions to smaller, remote publications, particularly those that could not be easily reached
by telegraph cable. Near the conclusion of Howell’s 1903 article, he insisted that the
Wireless marked the “beginning of an epoch in the dissemination of news.”65

Block Island
In 1901, the New York Herald installed Marconi wireless equipment on a lightship
anchored near Nantucket Island.66 The system provided the newspaper with early
reports on ship arrivals and allowed it to scoop its competition. In Rhode Island, the
Providence Daily Journal sought to establish a similar system, perhaps inspired by the
New York Herald. Nearby Block Island was thought to be a good location for such an
observation point. The newspaper had previously laid an undersea cable to the island,
but it did not work satisfactorily.67 To solve the communication problem, the Providence
Daily Journal signed a contract with the De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company. By
December 1902, construction had begun on a wireless station on Block Island and on
another in Port Judith, Rhode Island, located at the tip of a peninsula jutting into the
Atlantic.68 Messages were regularly exchanged between Point Judith and Block Island
by early June 1903.
On June 1, 1903, the Providence Daily Journal began printing a new column,
“Block Island Ship News by Wireless Telegraph.” The column, which appeared intermittently, occasionally acknowledged the equipment provided by the De Forest
Wireless Telegraph Company. When a violent storm knocked down the antenna on
Block Island soon after it was completed, a resourceful wireless operator connected
the receiving equipment directly to a telephone wire that was strung for several miles
along the edge of the island. The wireless signals could still be heard, even louder than
before.69 The discovery prompted many stations, including trans-oceanic ones, to
adopt horizontal antenna arrangements.70
The Providence Daily Journal wanted to use the Block Island wireless station to
reach subscribers who spent their summers on the island, as well as to collect news.71
The first issue of the Journal’s Block Island Wireless was published on July 9, 1903. A
line of text below the title proclaimed that it was “one of the two daily newspapers in
the world whose news dispatches come by wireless telegraph.”72 With a remote publishing system that mimicked the one in California, the Journal sent daily updates
through a landline telegraph thirty-five miles south to Point Judith. The de Forest wireless transmitter then sent the information twelve miles across the ocean to Block
Island. The printed product was a five-cent, four-page newspaper containing “wireless” news supplied by the Associated Press, stock market updates, and baseball
scores. The paper also had updates from the island, and many advertisements.
One notable difference between the two island papers was the number of words
transmitted each day. The Providence Daily Journal claimed that its transmissions
contained two thousand words, more than double the number of the Pacific Company.73
The Block Island Wireless was economical in its use of words but not as much as the
newspaper in Catalina.
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The news received in Block Island was reformatted to be brief. The lead story of the
July 9, 1903, issue of the Providence Daily Journal, for instance, was “Life Hangs by
a Thread,” a lengthy story about the ailing Pope Leo XIII. The inaugural issue of the
Wireless of the same day began the same story with the shorter headline of “Pope
Failing.” The story was only five sentences but included an image of the pope.
Although pictures were not yet transmitted via wireless telegraphy, the island publisher could have easily stocked a selection of ready-made illustrations, especially of
individuals such as Pope Leo who had been in the news for weeks. The Wireless
stressed international news and financial information. A large column running down
the middle of the front page was devoted entirely to stock market quotations and baseball scores.
Boxing matches, which were a great attraction for radio broadcasting in the 1920s,
also received attention on the island.74 On August 16, 1903, the Block Island Wireless
used a high-profile bout in San Francisco to direct attention to its ability to deliver
news rapidly. The Providence Daily Journal called its coverage a “feat unequaled by
any newspaper in the world.”75 Ringside updates were carried to Point Judith via telegraph cables and then transmitted to the island. The Journal proudly noted that “persons on Block Island had the news at the same time that it was served to the thousands
gathered about the bulletin board at the Providence Journal office.”76 Even though the
story was eventually delivered to readers via printed reports and signs, the updates of
the boxing match were at least partially delivered by wireless telegraphy. This 1903
boxing match indicates that the transition from wireless telegraphy to full-fledged
radio broadcasting was not as dramatic as has been depicted by previous scholars.
De Forest later remarked that his Block Island venture boosted his company stock
price.77 He was one of the most prolific and successful inventors in radio’s early era,
but his association with stock fraud marred his reputation. Wireless companies often
inflated stock prices by making outrageous claims about their technology, or by building stations that never operated.78 De Forest’s company was accused of such underhanded tactics, but much of the blame might be placed on Abraham White, manager of
the American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company.79 De Forest’s company promoted the sale of its stock in ads that appeared in the Providence Daily Journal. The
relationship with the newspaper was frequently mentioned in the ads as an endorsement of de Forest’s technology. One large ad, from August 10, 1903, emphasized that
the U.S. government, the Associated Press, and the Providence Daily Journal all used
de Forest’s system.80
The specifics of the financial arrangement between the Providence Daily Journal
and de Forest are now difficult to determine, but 1903 ads suggest a close working
relationship. Beginning on July 1, the newspaper regularly advertised its service of
sending “aerograms” to Block Island for a fee. Corresponding ads in the Block Island
Wireless informed residents that they could likewise send “aerograms” back to Rhode
Island. Although the ads make no mention of de Forest or his technology, “aerogram”
was the name used by de Forest’s company for its wireless telegram service. While
newspapers do have a long history of quickly adopting new technologies of communication, the service was unusual for a newspaper to conduct and placed the publisher in
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competition with other means of sending personal messages. The ads for the aerogram
service stopped at the end of August 1903, the same time that Block Island Wireless
ceased publication.

Conclusion
The trajectories of media technologies depend on factors such as competition, practicality, and public demand. Mosco and Nord examine many of the grandiose claims
made about radio, television, and even pneumatic tubes, noting that in each case, predictions far exceeded reality.81 The wireless, electronic transmission of news, however, has in fact transformed the nature of information distribution. Once-sacred
refuges, such as airplane flights, are no longer immune from the constant flow of
information, similar to the 1911 observation from the Marconigraph about the availability of news on ships.82 With the proliferation of portable electronic devices, users
can now access information in almost any conceivable location, though society continually debates the rules of etiquette that govern the use of mobile technology. The
initial public response to wireless newspapers, which can be characterized as amazement with a bit of apprehension, reveals that this concern over ubiquitous information
is not entirely new. Proponents of wireless newspapers, then, were not entirely wrong
in predicting that news would one day be available to everyone, in nearly every location, though they were rather premature.
The place of island- and ship-papers within the longer histories of radio and journalism is a small one. The publications did provide inventors, including Marconi and
de Forest, with valuable opportunities to refine their wireless systems, but the innovation did not inspire any radical changes for the larger newspaper industry or for writing
styles, as telegraphy had done. The phenomenon does indicate, however, that newspapers were intrigued by the possibilities of wireless communication much sooner than
previous media historians have realized. The need to condense news for an electronic
format was evident. Although the increase in speed was celebrated, the delivery of
news was not yet instantaneous because media organizations were still in the process
of streamlining delivery. From this perspective, the evolution of news should be seen
as a continuum, and the wireless newspapers represent one specific moment on this
timeline.
Contemplating the peculiar nature of the wireless papers, which straddled both the
older medium of print and an emerging electronic technology, provides us with an
opportunity to reflect on new media in general. The papers illustrate McLuhan’s
maxim that “the content of any medium is always another medium.”83 Islandnewspapers were not wholly original publications, but simply new incarnations of
well-established ones that used an application of message transmission over the airwaves. Susman’s claim about the persistence of content despite a change in form is
particularly apropos here.
Yet, as medium theory would suggest, the parameters of every medium do exert
some influence upon their content. The wireless island papers were abbreviated, reformatted publications that aimed to serve specific audiences at specific times. Many
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modern forms of emerging media exhibit a similar dynamic. While new applications
are distinct from their predecessors in certain ways, a significant amount of “new
media content” originates from established news platforms. A good deal of Internet
content, for example, is based on what has already appeared on television or in print.84
Social media platforms meanwhile distribute content that has already appeared online.
The phenomenon of wireless newspapers is a vivid example of the evolution-revolution duality described by Moran. They were seen as exciting technological innovations at the time, but they were rooted in the established news infrastructure and routines
of the day. The ocean newspapers were grafted onto an already complex, well-orchestrated transatlantic transportation network, and the island papers relied heavily on the
established technology of the telegraph. A focus on the evolution-revolution duality is
a useful corrective to the revolutionary perspective that is too often bestowed upon the
latest media innovation. Each innovation is based on prior practice.
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